This scrapbook is comprised of materials relating to Harris' receipt of the 1970 Perkin Medal, an award from the American Section of the Society of Chemical Industry recognizing "innovations in applied chemistry resulting in outstanding commercial development." It includes photographs, newspaper clipping, correspondence, a program from the Perkin Award Dinner, and other materials documenting the award.
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Collage of pictures, newspaper and print. 64th Perkin Medal, New York, undated.
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Photocopy of letter from William J. Haines, Secretary of the 1970 Perkin Medal Committee, to Harris, undated.
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Letter from William J. Haines to the Society of Chemical Industry about the Perkin Medal Award Dinner, undated.
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Telegram from Brian [Harris] to Harris, February 27, 1970.
Photograph of toddler in yellow overalls, undated.
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Letter from Poppy [Harris] to Brian [Harris], March 10, 1970.
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Signed program from the Perkin Award Dinner, undated.
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Clipping from The Percolator. "Dr. Milton Harris Nominated for Honorary Membership," undated.